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Kirsty Bromley is a young contemporary UK folk singer who
draws upon a wide range of traditional music. She has a most
disarmingly transparent voice, but also the uncanny and beautiful
knack of drawing attention to the song rather than the messenger,
by the manner in which she employs it.
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Liz Frencham - Performing with Kirsty on this occasion will be the
delightful & immensely talented Liz Frencham. Liz is a stunning
performer in her own right. A luminous presence, armed with a
double-bass and a smile, oozing cheeky Rickie Lee spontaneity and
Joni-style honesty, wrapped in gentle Norah Jones soul.
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Formerly the Allambie Heights Uniting Church, Humph Hall is
now the private home of Gial & Wayne. Bookings highly recommended! 9939 8802 wayne@humphhall.org - humphhall.org
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